
Reduction in outstanding accounts

Fewer denials and expedited resolutions

Reinforced compliance and fine avoidance

Reduced administrative burden and costs

Maximized reimbursements & revenue

Healthy cash flow 

Increased speed to payment

Expedited payer enrollment & credentialing

Quality Controlled Medical Billing & Coding
Our technology-enabled medical billing services ensure coding accuracy to optimize your revenue 
and minimize compliance-related risks. We deliver timely charge capture and billing as well as  error-
free claims and cash posting submissions. All supported by our advanced Advantum Ai medical 
billing platform and dashboard, you have near real-time visibility into valuable business intelligence.

Focused Accounts Receivable Follow-up
Optimize your organization’s revenue, revenue recovery and cash flow with Advantum’s end-to-
end accounts receivable services. Our dedicated team of AR billing specialists are your champions 
for revenue cycle health.  We expertly develop smart AR strategies for your organization and then 
diligently see them through from initial evaluation to collections. 

Proactive Denial Management & Prevention
We do the work up front to minimize denials on your behalf, implementing proven prevention 
strategies and processes. With Advantum Ai’s predictive analytic capabilities, our technology enables 
us to proactively help you avoid denials. When claim denials do arise, we jump into action to facilitate 
prompt resolution. Our team is adept at managing efficient communications and leveraging 
Advantum Ai’s artificial intelligence to assist with denial management workflows.  

866.814.5652
info@advantumhealth.com

Expert RCM Services. 
Powerful Results.
Advantum provides end-to-end, tech-supported revenue cycle management (RCM) services. Our RCM 
experts are dedicated to processing claims rapidly and accurately, minimizing denial incidents, delivering 
actionable communication, producing on-point reporting, easing labor and IT costs, and identifying revenue 
opportunities—all with maximum transparency.  Our cost saving services not only improve your bottom line and 
cash flow, they add scalability with improved control of your billing workflow. We leverage technology in support 
of our services to deliver the most streamlined, accurate and effective results.

Outcomes You Can Count On



Automated Provider Enrollment & Credentialing
We’re experts at navigating provider enrollment and credentialing for commercial, Medicare 
and Medicaid insurance. Our provider enrollment services team seamlessly facilitates all details 
including document collection, privileging, NPI registration, payer portal set-up, revalidation, 
CAQH maintenance, and more. We take the administrative burdens off your team and ensure the 
flow of prompt payments to your organization.

CMS-Compliant Coding Audits
Never worry about compliance again. Advantum’s expert CPMA certified coders ensure you 
are fully compliant with CMS rules and regulations. We provide: proactive claim and document 
reviews to ensure you’re prepared for OIG and RAC audits; comprehensive analysis of your 
contracts, claims, and payments to find potential underpayments; and expert training for your 
staff and physicians. 

About Advantum Health
Never worry about compliance again. Advantum’s expert CPMA 
certified coders ensure you are fully compliant with CMS rules and 
regulations. We provide: proactive claim and document reviews 
to ensure you’re prepared for OIG and RAC audits; comprehensive 
analysis of your contracts, claims, and payments to find potential 
underpayments; and expert training for your staff and physicians. 

Seamless Prior Authorization & Accurate Eligibility Verification
Process optimization experts, we take prior auth and eligibility verification off your plate. We 
streamline collection and verification of health insurance status and patient eligibility as well 
as the submission of all necessary information to receive prior-auth approval. Supported by our 
robust Advantum Ai  tech platform—we efficiently and effectively facilitate the process saving you 
time and money. 

Advantum Ai: Technology 
Powering Revenue Cycle 
Optimization
Advantum’s innovative Advantum Ai software pro-
vides the technology backbone for our services. Our 
integrated and revolutionary suite of applications 
streamline workflows, improve accuracy and efficien-
cy, and deliver actionable insight and transparent, 
real-time updates to our clients.

For More Information,
Contact Us At:

866.814.5652
info@advantumhealth.com


